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Rapid electrocapillary deformation of liquid metal
with reversible shape retention
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Abstract

A low-voltage, low-power method of electrically deforming a liquid-metal droplet via the direct manipulation of
its surface tension is presented. By imposing a quasi-planar geometry on the liquid metal, its sensitivity to
electrocapillary actuation is increased by more than a factor of 40. This heightened responsiveness allows the
liquid metal to be deformed at rates exceeding 120 mm/s, greater than an order of magnitude faster than
existing techniques for electrical deformation. Significantly, it is demonstrated how this process can be combined
with voltage-controlled oxide growth on the surface of non-toxic, gallium-based liquid metals to reversibly form and
maintain arbitrary, high-energy shapes.
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Introduction
Liquid metals are an attractive material choice for de-
signers wishing to combine the advantages of metals,
such as high electrical conductivity, thermal conductiv-
ity, and reflectivity, with the inherently dynamic nature
of fluids. Liquid metals have been utilized for a wide var-
iety of applications, including reconfigurable antennas
[1] and filters [2], optical switches [3], and wearable elec-
tronics [4], among others.
While many of these devices require hydraulic pressure

to actuate the liquid metal, there are size, power, and cost
advantages in replacing pumps with electrokinetic actu-
ation. Electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) can create
modest deformations in liquid metal by applying electro-
static fringing fields around the edges of the droplet, but
at the cost of high actuation voltages [5]. Surface-tension-
based actuation techniques such as continuous electro-
wetting (CEW) are effective at transporting finite volumes
of liquid metal with low-voltage, low-power signals [6], al-
though they have not been shown to effectively manipu-
late the shape of the liquid metal. Liquid gallium and
gallium-based alloys have demonstrated large-scale de-
formation when subjected to small oxidative voltages
[7] in what has recently been demonstrated to be an
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electrochemical reaction [8], but this process generates
gallium oxide that can leave residue on channel walls.
Here, we introduce a novel method of electrical

surface-tension manipulation that can quickly and dra-
matically deform a liquid-metal droplet via electrocapil-
lary actuation (ECA). The liquid metal (Galinstan, a
non-toxic gallium alloy [9]) is immersed in an electrolyte
and enclosed in a reservoir whose width is much greater
than its height. This maximizes the surface area of the
liquid-metal droplet relative to its volume, making it
more responsive to surface-tension-based actuation. Var-
iations in the liquid-metal surface tension are created by
applying a small DC bias (referenced to the liquid metal)
across the interface between the liquid metal and a
surrounding electrolyte. Direct electrical surface-tension
manipulation has been previously used to actuate liquid
metal, but with modest deformation [10]. Here, it is
shown that the sensitivity of the liquid metal to electrical
manipulation can be greatly heightened by imposing a
quasi-planar geometry, which substantially decreases the
excess surface energy required for actuation and in-
creases responsiveness by over an order of magnitude.
The authors have previously used this technique to tune
the passband of a coupled-line bandpass filter by elong-
ating the liquid-metal central resonator [11].
Electrocapillary actuation requires low voltage and low

power, is immediately reversible, results in a greater de-
formation than EWOD, and is capable of moving liquid
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metal at speeds of over 120 mm/s. Furthermore, when
gallium-based alloys such as Galinstan are used, the ap-
plication of oxidative potentials results in oxide growth
[8] that can be used as a reversible means of maintaining
the liquid-metal surface deformation created by ECA. It
was previously shown that the natural oxidation of
gallium alloys can be leveraged as mechanical support in
the creation of 3D structures [12]. Here, we propose
using voltage-controlled oxidation to create mechanical
support for induced deformations that can be turned on
and off like a switch. The technique described in this
paper follows this process: first, Galinstan is rapidly
deformed with ECA. Second, the deformed Galinstan is
held in place by the sudden application of an oxidative
potential. Finally, the liquid metal remains in this
deformed state until the oxidative potential is replaced
by a reductive voltage that removes the oxide layer,
allowing the Galinstan to return to its minimum-energy
geometry (an application of “recapillarity” [13]).

Findings
Theory
Liquid metal immersed in an electrolyte develops a net
surface charge as a result of ion transfer across the inter-
facial boundary. This charge attracts opposite ions from
the surrounding electrolyte, resulting in the formation of
an electrical double layer (EDL) [14]. The surface ten-
sion γ of the liquid metal is a function of the EDL, as
described by the Young-Lippman equation:

γ ¼ γo−
1
2
CV 2

EDL; ð1Þ

where γo is the surface tension minus electrical influence,
C is the capacitance per unit area of the EDL, and VEDL is
the voltage across the EDL [14]. This phenomenon,
where surface tension is influenced by electrical condi-
tions at the liquid-liquid boundary, is known as electro-
capillarity [15].
The electrical control of surface tension can also ad-

just the pressure at the interfacial boundary. A pressure
differential Δp naturally exists between the liquid metal
and electrolyte, and is related to the surface tension γ by
the Young-Laplace equation:

Δp ¼ γ
1
R1

þ 1
R2

� �
; ð2Þ

where R1 and R2 are the principal curvature radii [16].
Liquid metal in an electrolyte-filled channel has a near-
180° contact angle with the channel walls [14], so the
pressure is higher within the liquid metal relative to the
electrolyte. CEW actuation takes advantage of this rela-
tionship by creating a surface-tension gradient across
the length of a liquid-metal slug, resulting in a pressure
imbalance from one end of the slug to the other and in-
ducing motion [14], [17].
In ECA, the EDL voltage is altered by directly applying a

DC bias between the liquid metal and electrolyte. This has
the same low-voltage and low-power advantages as CEW,
but allows for the liquid metal to be deformed and shaped
instead of simply moved from point to point. Previous at-
tempts at utilizing this technique resulted in only minor de-
formation [10] due to the low surface-area-to-volume ratio
of the liquid metal. Here we show how these deformations
can be greatly increased by maximizing this ratio.
In the absence of external forces, the surface tension

of a liquid droplet works to minimize the surface area,
and thus the free surface energy, of the liquid by forming
a sphere [16]. Any further increase in this surface area
dS requires external work equaling αdS, where α is the
surface tension of the liquid [16]. If the deformation of a
spherical liquid-metal droplet under electrical manipula-
tion is approximated as a transformation of the sphere
into a prolate spheroid, the new liquid-metal surface
area S can be calculated by

Sspheroid ¼ 2πb2 1þ a
be

sin−1e
� �

; ð3Þ

where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes
respectively, and e is the eccentricity of the spheroid, de-
fined as (ref. [18])

e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−

b
a

� �2
s

: ð4Þ

The axes a and b are further related by the finite vol-
ume V of the liquid metal,

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3V
4πa

r
: ð5Þ

Using this prolate spheroid approximation, the de-
formation of the liquid metal can be characterized as a
change to the length of the semi-major axis a, and the
resulting increase in the surface area of the spheroid can
be calculated.
Now, consider the same volume V of liquid metal,

trapped between two plates separated by height h, where
h is much smaller than the original spherical radius r. The
surface tension minimizes the free surface energy of the li-
quid metal as before, but with the new quasi-planar
boundary conditions imposed by the plates, the optimum
shape is now a flattened cylinder with height h and facial
radii R (the curvature of the walls of the cylinder is as-
sumed to be negligible compared to R). The surface area
of this cylinder can be expressed generally as

Scylinder ¼ 2πR2 þ Ph; ð6Þ
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where the general term P is used for the perimeter. In
the minimum-energy case P is the circumference of the
cylinder, 2πR.
The majority of the surface area of the cylinder is

comprised of the circular faces at each of the two planar
boundaries. Furthermore, if h is held constant and the
deformation of the liquid metal is limited such that the
equivalent semi-minor spheroid axis b is always much
greater than h, then the area of these faces remains
constant. That is, deformation of the liquid metal trans-
forms these circles into ellipses and increases the perim-
eter length P, but does not alter the area of the liquid
metal in contact with each plate.
This is significant because the product P × h is a small

percentage of the overall surface area of the cylinder, so
even dramatic liquid-metal deformations require only a
very small increase in surface energy. This effect is illus-
trated in Figure 1, which plots the extent that the semi-
major axis of the liquid metal can be elongated as a
function of the required change in normalized surface
energy. The smaller the height h between the planar
boundaries becomes, the smaller the excess surface en-
ergy that is required for deformation. This in turn makes
the liquid metal much more responsive to perturbation:
for example, given a constant change in surface energy,
a volume of liquid metal flattened such that its cylin-
drical height h becomes 10% of the original spherical ra-
dius will elongate approximately 40 times further than it
would if the same surface energy change was applied to
the original sphere.
Figure 2 shows a top-view illustration of a liquid-metal

droplet trapped in a quasi-planar (R > > h) reservoir filled
with an alkaline electrolyte. The reservoir is connected to
Figure 1 Effects of confinement on surface energy increase required for
its surface energy by contracting into a sphere with radius r. Flattening this sph
the liquid sphere can be approximated as transforming it into a prolate sphero
the semi-minor axis b. This action necessarily involves increasing its surf
cylinder will transform it into an ellipse, but its semi-major axis will lengthen b
(c) Calculated maximum deformation of a liquid-metal spherical droplet with
the liquid metal is flattened it is capable of much greater deformation for a g
a long, narrow channel of the same height, which is also
filled with the electrolyte. A smaller pressure-relief channel
extends from the reservoir in the opposite direction, which
allows the liquid metal to flow into the larger channel with-
out creating negative pressure at its trailing edge. In ambi-
ent conditions the liquid metal is trapped in the reservoir,
as opposing capillary forces block flow into either channel.
At the end of the primary channel opposite the reser-

voir, a positive voltage is applied to the electrolyte relative
to the liquid metal. As the electrolyte is semi-conductive,
a potential gradient is established within the channel and
along the interface between the electrolyte and liquid
metal. This creates a surface-tension gradient along the
interfacial boundary as described by (1), with the lowest
surface tension at the channel entrance. Marangoni forces
(FMar) that develop along this interface generate a flow of
the electrolyte away from the channel entrance, and exert
negative displacement pressure on the liquid metal, pull-
ing it flush across the channel entrance. Entrance of the li-
quid metal into the channel is opposed by the capillary
pressure of the channel; this additional pressure threshold
must be overcome if flow is to be initiated.
From (2), the pressure discontinuity p of the liquid

metal relative to the surrounding electrolyte within the
reservoir can be described as:

preservoir ¼ γt¼0
1
R
þ 2
h

� �
; ð7Þ

where γ is the initial surface tension prior to electrical
actuation, and R and h are the radius and height of the
reservoir, respectively. The vertical curvature radius can
be approximated as half the reservoir height because the
deformation. (a) A finite volume of liquid metal (or any liquid) minimizes
ere leads to a cylinder with facial radius R and perimeter P. (b) Elongating
id whose semi-major axis a is longer than both the original radius r and
ace area, and thus its free surface energy. Similarly distorting the
y a much larger amount for the same change in overall surface energy.
a 1-mm radius as it is compressed into a cylinder of varying heights. As
iven increase in its surface energy.



Figure 2 Electrocapillary actuation of liquid metal. (a) Liquid metal resting in a quasi-planar reservoir exerts no lateral pressure. (b) A positive DC
voltage creates a potential gradient on the liquid-metal surface near the primary channel entrance, resulting in a corresponding surface-tension gradient
and generating Marangoni forces. The liquid metal now exerts a positive pressure on the channel entrance that is opposed by the channel’s capillary
pressure. (c) Above the critical voltage threshold, the pressure exerted by the liquid metal exceeds the capillary pressure, and the liquid metal enters the
channel. Flow is facilitated by the pressure-relief channel at the opposite end of the reservoir, which prevents a negative pressure build-up at the trailing
edge of the liquid metal.

Figure 3 Normalized surface tension required for flow of liquid
metal. Minimum normalized surface tension required to initiate flow
for liquid-metal in a cylindrical reservoir into a channel of a given
height and width. The assumed reservoir radius is 5 mm. Inset:
approximate normalized surface tension required for flow as a
function of channel aspect ratio h/w.
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contact angle at the liquid-liquid–solid interface is ap-
proximately 180°.
To induce flow into the channel, the pressure exerted

by the liquid metal must exceed the capillary resistance
of the channel. The pressure differential of the liquid
metal within the channel once this occurs is:

pchannel ¼ 2γ1
1
w
þ 1
h

� �
; ð8Þ

where γ1 is the reduced surface tension resulting from
the applied bias potential and w and h are the width and
height of the channel, respectively. At the threshold
point, these pressures are equal, and so by combining
(7) and (8) we can determine the normalized surface
tension at which flow is induced:

γ̂ ¼ γ1
γt¼0

¼ w hþ 2Rð Þ
2R hþ wð Þ : ð9Þ

This equation can be re-written in terms of the chan-
nel aspect ratio h/w, and approximated for conditions
when h/2R is negligibly small:

γ̂ ¼ 1
h

w= þ 1
⋅ 1þ h

2R

� �
≈

1
h

w þ 1:=
ð10Þ

Figure 3 shows this normalized surface tension plotted
as a function of channel geometry for a reservoir radius of
5 mm. For channels that have a small aspect ratio (h/w),
very little reduction in surface tension is required to in-
duce flow: for a channel with a width of 3 mm and a
height of 0.1 mm, a normalized surface tension of ap-
proximately 97% will result in liquid-metal deformation
due to electrocapillary actuation. As the channel aspect
ratio is increased, a greater reduction in surface tension is
required, which in turn requires higher actuation voltages.
The relationship between normalized surface tension and
channel aspect ratio, approximated for cases in which h/
2R is negligibly small, is plotted as an inset in Figure 3.

Experiment
A series of test fixtures was fabricated consisting of a
single cylindrical reservoir with a 5-mm radius con-
nected to one or more channels extending outward from
the reservoir (Figure 4). The walls of the test fixture are
fabricated from polyimide tape, with a glass floor and
ceiling. The channels have a constant height h and width
w through which the liquid metal can flow, and are



Figure 4 Primary channel with capillary side-channels to facilitate
electrolyte backflow. (a) Primary channels extending from the
reservoir have a constant height h and width w. Two small capillary
channels frame each primary channel. (b) When the electrolyte is
introduced it fills both the primary and capillary channels, whereas
the liquid metal remains only in the primary channel. During ECA
actuation Marangoni forces cause the electrolyte to flow in the
opposite direction of the liquid metal, and the capillary channels
provide the electrolyte with an unobstructed path into the reservoir.
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framed by two small capillary channels that allow entry
to the electrolyte but not the liquid metal. This is im-
portant, as Marangoni forces caused by the surface ten-
sion gradient at the liquid-metal/electrolyte interface can
result in strong backflow of the electrolyte. Without
these capillary channels, the flow of the electrolyte can
become obstructed by the bulk liquid metal, hindering
the flow speed of the liquid metal.
Figure 5 Electrochemical actuation of liquid metal. In ambient conditio
counter-ions in the alkaline electrolyte. (a) This charge distribution is distur
of the liquid metal. (b) An oxidative reaction is created, especially near the
liquid metal begins slowly flowing into the channel. (d) At higher potentia
metal cannot break through the rapidly forming oxide layer at the leading
The reservoir and channels are filled with a solution of
1% NaOH, after which the reservoir is filled with Galinstan.
The Galinstan wets to a 1-mm-wide embedded copper
strip that extends approximately 3 mm into the reservoir,
and connects to an external probe point. The probe, along
with a graphite probe at the opposite end of each channel,
is used to apply an electrical bias directly across the inter-
face between the electrolyte and liquid metal.
A negative DC bias relative to the Galinstan droplet

leads to oxide growth on the surface of the liquid metal
[8]. The oxide growth is primarily located on the surface
facing the channel opening, where the oxidative poten-
tial relative to the electrolyte is greatest. The hydrophilic
nature of this oxide leads it to increase its contact area
with the electrolyte [8], and the liquid metal begins
spreading outwards into the channel at speeds on the
order of 2 to 3 mm/s.
As the Galinstan travels down the channel, it continu-

ally breaks through the newly formed oxide layer at the
leading edge with fresh bulk liquid metal, which then it-
self becomes oxidized (Figure 5). If the oxidative poten-
tial at the leading edge becomes sufficiently high, the
oxide growth becomes rapid enough that the bulk liquid
metal is unable to break through. Eventually the liquid
metal reaches a critical length beyond which its flow is
halted by the thick oxide layer; these critical lengths are
detailed in Figure 6, along with images of the halted flow
at various applied voltages. There is a linear inverse rela-
tionship between applied voltage and critical oxidation
length.
Removing the DC bias reasserts the ambient condi-

tions in the channel; the electrolyte reduces the oxida-
tion at the leading edge and, without the mechanical
ns the liquid metal has a uniform negative surface charge and attracts
bed when an external bias creates a potential gradient in the vicinity
channel opening where the oxidative potential is greatest, and (c) the
ls the advance is halted at some critical length lc, where the liquid
edge.



Figure 6 Critical oxidation lengths. Critical oxidation lengths for electrochemically actuated liquid metal advancing in a 1 mm x 15 mm x
0.3 mm channel. The images show the maximum length the liquid metal advances into the channel before the oxide formation at its leading
edge becomes too rapid to break through. The plot shows the linear relationship between this critical length and the oxidizing actuation voltage.
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support provided by the oxide layer, the liquid metal re-
tracts back to its minimum-energy position [13]. The
time required for this reduction can vary from tens of
seconds to several minutes, depending on how thick the
oxide layer has become, which in turn dictates how far
into the channel the liquid metal has progressed.
A positive voltage applied to the electrolyte relative to

the liquid metal (Figure 2) does not result in an oxidizing
reaction, and instead generates a buildup of electrocapil-
lary pressure at the channel entrance. When this pressure
exceeds the opposing capillary pressure of the channel,
Figure 7 ECA measured velocities. Measured ECA actuation speeds for a
and 15 mm long, with widths that vary as indicated. The reservoir radius fo
rapid flow of the liquid metal into the channel is initiated.
The velocity of this flow is a function of both the channel
geometry as well as the induced pressure drop caused by
the actuation voltage. Thus, the flow velocity can be con-
trolled either by raising the DC potential or by altering the
channel dimensions.
Actuation speeds were measured for liquid metal being

drawn into 15-mm long, 0.3-mm deep channels of varying
width using both ECA (voltage applied relative to liquid
metal) and electrochemical (voltage relative to electrolyte)
actuation methods. The measured speeds for ECA (Figure 7)
ctuation voltages of 4, 6, 8, and 10 VDC. Test channels are 300 μm tall
r all channels is 5 mm.
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vary as a function of the actuation voltage and the channel
geometry, but are generally on the order of 100 mm/s as the
liquid metal enters the channel. This is much faster than
the speed of electrochemical actuation, which our tests
measured at approximately 2 to 3 mm/s. Actuation speeds
for both processes vary directly with applied voltage, al-
though at 10 VDC and higher rapid bubble generation
from electrolysis becomes an issue for both methods. For
ECA, narrower channels require a buildup of higher elec-
trocapillary pressure to initiate flow, so increasingly higher
actuation voltages are required to achieve the necessary
reduction in surface tension. Electrochemical actuation re-
quires no minimum pressure build-up, and begins as soon
as the applied potential is sufficient to initiate oxidation.
For all measured channel widths, a minimum applied

voltage of 4 VDC was required to initiate reliable liquid
metal flow. As the actuation voltages increase, the flow vel-
ocities also increase, with a general trend of faster flow rates
in wider channels. Wider channels have reduced capillary
force opposing the flow of liquid metal into the channel,
resulting in faster liquid-metal flow rates as the channel
Figure 8 Sustained, reversible actuation with ECA and voltage-contro
deposition to actuate and control liquid-metal deformations. Liquid metal is a
the channel until the bias switches to −10 VDC (b). Liquid metal retracts by ~
movement (c). The liquid metal is allowed to remain in this position for appro
[13] and reverse the deformation (d). The 4-VDC bias restores ECA conditions
reduced (e), and so must be applied in short bursts. Eventually the liquid met
central reservoir (g).
width increases. As the liquid metal travels further into the
channel, its progress is opposed by the hydraulic resistance
of the channel as well as the contractile force imposed by its
own surface tension. These forces slow the liquid metal con-
tinuously so that by the time its leading edge has neared the
end of the channel, the speed of the liquid metal has gener-
ally decreased from 100 mm/s to 40 to 50 mm/s. However,
these speeds still mean that the liquid metal is moving at a
rate that is greater than an order of magnitude faster than is
possible with electrochemical actuation, allowing for elec-
trically controlled deformations that are much more sensi-
tive to electrical stimuli.
ECA and electrochemical actuation are both unique in

their ability to dramatically distort and re-form liquid metal
using the direct application of low-voltage and low-power
signals. Electrochemical actuation is not dependent on
channel geometry and thus enjoys a much wider range of
possible deformation, but within the quasi-planar geom-
etries described here ECA is a much more rapid process.
Furthermore, the relationship between actuation voltage
and oxide formation shown in Figure 6 implies that a
lled oxidation. ECA used in conjunction with electrochemical oxide
ctuated by 4 VDC applied to the electrolyte (a) and advances quickly into
4 mm (Δl) before oxide growth is sufficient to wet to walls and halt
ximately 12 seconds before 4 VDC is again applied to remove the oxide
, causing the liquid metal to advance even before the oxide is fully
al recedes as the oxide is removed (f), before finally returning to the
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sufficiently oxidative voltage can result in oxide growth cap-
able of halting liquid-metal flow in a capillary channel. Since
the oxide also wets to the walls of the channel, the liquid
metal is trapped in the position in which the strong oxidiz-
ing voltage was applied. This is a potentially powerful way of
combining ECA with electrochemical oxide deposition;
ECA is used to rapidly deform the liquid metal before an
oxide layer is developed that provides the mechanical sup-
port to maintain the deformation. Reversing the process is
achieved by re-applying a small positive bias across the elec-
trolyte relative to the liquid metal (“recapillarity” [13]).
In Figure 8, a 4-VDC signal, referenced to the Galinstan,

is applied to the electrolyte to pull the liquid metal into a
narrow channel via ECA. Abruptly the signal is reversed
to −10 VDC, resulting in rapid oxide formation at the
leading edge of the liquid metal. The Galinstan begins
contracting back to the reservoir, but this contraction is
quickly halted by the newly formed oxide layer, which
wets to the channel walls and locks the liquid metal into a
position that would otherwise require an unsustainable
amount of free surface energy.
The liquid metal will remain in this position as long as

the adhesive force between the oxide and the channel
walls is sufficient to overcome the contracting force of
the liquid metal. The prolonged application of the oxi-
dizing voltage will continuously grow the oxide layer,
and while this can increase the mechanical stability of
the liquid metal it also increases the time required to
eventually reverse the deformation by removing the
oxide. In the example shown in Figure 8 the oxidizing
voltage was removed after approximately 800 ms, and
although the NaOH solution immediately begins to
dissolve the oxide layer this process can take anywhere
from tens of seconds to several minutes before the
mechanical stability is compromised. To maintain the
deformation for longer periods of time, the oxidizing
bias can be periodically applied in short bursts to restore
the oxide that has been removed by the electrolyte.
To reverse the process, a small positive voltage is ap-

plied, which rapidly reduces the oxide layer at the lead-
ing edge and defeats the mechanical stability provided
by the oxide [13]. This voltage also restores ECA condi-
tions in the channel, which re-initiates flow for the bulk
liquid metal even before the oxide layer has been fully
reduced. For this reason the positive bias must be ap-
plied in short (tens of milliseconds) bursts to prevent the
liquid metal from exiting the channel or stretching to the
point of breaking before the oxide has been completely re-
moved. The length of time required for this process varies
depending on the thickness of the oxide layer and the ex-
tent of liquid metal intrusion into the channel, but in our
tests was generally on the order of 4 to 5 seconds (recapil-
larity for the example shown in Figure 8 took approxi-
mately 2 seconds).
Conclusion
Electrocapillary actuation is demonstrated to be an effect-
ive means of inducing motion in a liquid-metal droplet
trapped in a quasi-planar (w > > h) configuration. The
channel geometry maximizes the ratio of surface-area-to-
volume of the liquid metal, increasing its sensitivity to
surface-tension manipulation. The shape of the liquid
metal can be distorted with low-voltage, low-power (~1 to
2 mW) signals that generate pressure by creating surface-
tension minima on the face of the liquid metal. Once the
liquid metal is distorted, voltage-controlled oxide forma-
tion can be used as a switch to maintain the shape of the
liquid metal. This process can be quickly and completely
reversed by reducing the oxide with a small DC bias of op-
posite polarity [13].
We believe this method can be used as a low-power

means of controlling the shape of a liquid-metal droplet,
and has applications for microfluidics, DC and RF switch-
ing, optics, and tunable RF devices, such as an RF filter
with a tunable passband [11].
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